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At the latest European Council meeting, “the rainbow-flagged prime ministers” sought to clarify in a debate whether the 

unity of values still existed, the prime minister said in his latest “samizdat” letter. He said the dispute was “eerily similar” to 

the one that broke out in June 2015 over the “migrant invasion of Europe”. “Both were morally difficult, politically important 

and intellectually fine debates. In both cases, the answer is the same: there is no unity of values and therefore no political 

unity either,” Orbán said, adding that in both cases “the liberals started out from the premise that these were issues to 

which there was only one answer, one in line with the liberal hegemony of opinion.” Non-liberal democrats, on the other 

hand, said “there are different answers ... and only an approach of ‘unity in diversity’ can hold the European Union together,” 

Orbán said. “Liberals believe that everyone has the right to migrate and to enter the territory of the European Union, even 

if it is not directly from a dangerous country but through a safe third country. The right to migrate, they say, is essentially 

a human right.”

“If we want to keep the European Union together, liberals must respect the rights of 
non-liberals,” Viktor Orbán has said.

ORBÁN: ‘RESPECT RIGHTS OF NON-LIBERALS’

House Speaker Kövér holds talks with 
Slovakia PM Heger

Stats office releases May jobs report

Coronavirus updates
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Procession marking St. Ladislaus’ Day in Győr, in north-western Hungary
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ORBÁN: SEX EDuCATION 
RIGHT OF THE PARENT

Regarding the current debate on 

sex education, Prime Minister Viktor 

Orbán said in his latest “samizdat” 

letter: “Liberals say that children 

should be given awareness-raising 

publications to educate them about 

heterosexuality and homosexuality, 

as well as stating it as their right 

to deviate from their assigned 

gender and to undergo sex-change 

operations. In their view children 

can be educated about those 

issues without parental consent 

and without state restrictions.” 

Non-liberal democrats, however, 

see the sex education of children 

as the right of the parent. “Neither 

the state, political parties, NGOs 

nor rainbow activists can play 

a role without their consent.” 

“Rainbow countries have the right 

to move beyond the binary social 

arrangement based on man-woman 

and mother-father relations,” he 

said. “Whether it is better to live in 

a binary or a rainbow world … is a 

question on which both sides have 

their own opinion … But from the 

point of view of law, international 

law, EU law and the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights, the right 

position is beyond doubt. Migration 

is not a human right, and how a 

child is brought up sexually is not a 

child’s human right. There is no such 

human right. Instead, there is Article 

14 of the Charter of Fundamental 

Rights on the right of parents to 

ensure that their child is provided 

with an appropriate upbringing,” 

Orbán said. “If we want to keep the 

European Union together, liberals 

must respect the rights of non-

liberals. Unity in diversity. That is 

the future.”

HuNGARIAN GOVERNANCE 
‘ROOTED IN JuDEO-
CHRISTIAN VALuES’

Hungarian governance is rooted 

in Judeo-Christian values, a 

government official told a 

conference on anti-Semitism in 

Budapest. Tristan Azbej, the state 

secretary responsible for aiding 

persecuted Christians, addressed 

the conference Anti-Semitism: 

Appearance and Reality, held at the 

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

Yacov-David Hadas Handelsman, 

Israel’s ambassador to Budapest, 

noted Hungary has the largest Jewish 

community in central Europe, “and 

its members can walk down the 

street safely, while its institutions 

are working well”. András Heisler, 

the president of the Federation of 

Hungarian Jewish Communities 

(Mazsihisz), noted the trauma of 

the Holocaust lingering in second-

generation Jewish survivors. Slomó 

Köves, the leader of the Unified 

Hungarian Jewish Congregation 

(EMIH), said anti-Semitism was falling 

off in Hungary, though, he added, it 

was still significant a problem which 

warranted long-term solutions.

5G PILOT PROGRAMMES 
TO START IN 2021

Hungary is launching a number of 

industrial and technological pilot 

programmes using 5G technology 

thanks to timely cooperation 

between the government, industrial 

players and educational institutions, a 

government official said. Károly Balázs 

Solymár, a deputy state secretary 

of the innovation and technology 

ministry, told an event held at the 

Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics (BME) that the programmes 

set to be launched this year include 

testing intelligent road and waterway 

transport, 5G solutions in irrigation 

and animal husbandry, as well as the 

use of 3D and augmented reality in 

industrial production, health-care 

and environmental projects. BME 

dean Charaf Hassan said the cross-

sector cooperation would pick up 

again after the coronavirus pandemic, 

strengthening Hungary’s position as 

a leader in the field. András Levente 

Gál, a head of the government’s digital 

welfare programme, said the 5G 

Coalition, which was set up four years 

ago, has 86 member organisations and 

works with 220 experts by now.

AGRICuLTuRE MINISTRY 
WELCOMES DEAL ON CAP 
REFORM

Hungary’s agriculture ministry has 

welcomed an agreement among 

European Union countries on a reform 
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of the bloc’s Common Agricultural 

Policy (CAP). Following a month of 

consultations after talks on the new 

CAP deal broke down at the end of 

May, the Agriculture and Fisheries 

Council was successful in convincing 

the European Parliament to withdraw 

its proposals that would have hurt 

European farmers, the ministry 

quoted Agriculture Minister István 

Nagy as saying. One of the biggest 

disagreements concerned the rules 

on subsidies for farmers whose land 

is smaller than 10 hectares, Nagy said, 

welcoming that under the new CAP, 

smallholders will not have to meet the 

strict requirements applying to crop 

rotation and non-productive areas. 

The minister said the EP’s proposal 

would have even required farmers 

whose land is smaller than 5 hectares 

to rotate their crops, adding that the 

costs of such a regulation to farmers 

would have far outweighed any 

environmental benefits.

Another point of debate, Nagy 

said, was the money to be allocated 

towards environmental and climate 

protection. He noted that 25% of 

the funds available from the direct 

payments to farmers will be allocated 

towards so-called eco schemes. This 

arrangement, he said, struck the right 

balance between competitiveness 

and fighting climate change. Also, 

thanks to the efforts of the central 

European Visegrad Group, vulnerable 

sectors like the dairy sector and fruit 

and vegetable producers will continue 

to receive adequate support, Nagy 

added.

The agreement on the CAP reform 

is crucial for the future of Hungarian 

farmers, the minister said. He praised 

the agriculture sector for ensuring a 

steady food supply for the EU during 

the Covid-19 pandemic. The reforms 

will now have to be approved by 

both the European Council and the 

EP. Member states have until Dec. 31 

to submit their CAP strategies to the 

European Commission.

ÁDER DISCuSSES 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF FASHION IN PODCAST

President János Áder discussed issues 

around fashion and sustainability 

with stylist-journalist Eszter Mengyán 

in his regular Monday podcast. The 

textile industry consumed some 

79 billion cubic meters of water in 

2015, Áder noted. In developing 

countries, chemicals and dyes used 

to manufacture clothes are regularly 

released unfiltered into natural waters, 

polluting the environment and ruining 

the quality of life of those living nearby, 

he said. The industry is currently 

responsible for 20% of water pollution 

worldwide, the president said.  In the 

past years, the amount of clothes 

bought per person in Europe has 

jumped by 40%. Some 30% of them 

are worn only once, and a mere 1% is 

getting recycled, he added. Mengyán 

said the United Kingdom remained the 

largest consumer of fashion in the EU, 

but peer pressure among younger 

people made it necessary to address 

alternative approaches to shopping 

more often in public. Pollution can 

be mitigated by fewer washes and a 

sparing use of detergents, she said. On 

a larger scale, developing technologies 

to filter microplastics from the 

water in washing machines would 

greatly reduce pollution, Mengyán 

said. Besides scientific solutions, 

environmentally conscious consumers 

and online influencers could push 

the fashion industry to move towards 

sustainability, which the government 

could also force or promote with 

regulations or incentives, Áder said.

NÉZŐPONT: VOTERS 
FAVOuR ORBÁN AS PM 
CANDIDATE

Fully 50% of Hungarian adults 

favoured Viktor Orbán as a prime 

ministerial candidate at the end of 

June, while 18% said they would vote 

for Gergely Karácsony, the mayor of 

Budapest, according to a survey by the 

Nézőpont Institute published in daily 

Magyar Nemzet. Karacsony’s support 

stood at 16% after his campaign was 

launched in mid-May, rising to 21% at 

the start of June, only to drop to 18% 

by the end of the month. Meanwhile, 

Orbán’s support among Hungarian 

adults continued to hover around 

50%, with no discernible change 

due to the mayor’s announcement 

to run for prime minister, the pollster 

said. Among voters critical of the 

government, Karácsony is supported 

by 42%, while 41% said they would not 

vote for either of the two candidates, 

Nézőpont said.
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SZIJJÁRTÓ: HuNGARY 
DONATING VACCINES

Hungary is delivering 100,000 jabs 

of coronavirus vaccine to the Czech 

Republic to accelerate their vaccination 

rollout, Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó 

said in a message posted on Facebook. 

The number of people inoculated in 

Hungary will soon reach 5.5 million, and 

the country has enough vaccines, so the 

Hungarian government can help others 

who aren’t doing as well, Szijjártó said. 

Meanwhile, Hungary is also donating 

200,000 coronavirus vaccine doses 

each to Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 

to Montenegro, Szijjártó announced on 

Monday at a meeting of the Visegrad 

Group and representatives of the 

Western Balkans held at Rogalin Castle, 

in western Poland. Szijjartó noted 

interdependence between central 

Europe and the Western Balkans in 

areas such as security, the handling of 

migration, trade and health. “We’ve 

done all we can to ensure the health 

and safety of the Hungarian people,” 

he said, adding that 5.5 million 

Hungarians will have been fully 

vaccinated in the coming days. At the 

same time, Hungary’s neighbours 

should be ensured a proper level 

of protection, he said, adding that 

the better protected Hungary’s 

neighbours are, the safer the country 

will be. The Sinopharm vaccines will 

be delivered to the two countries in 

July, the minister said, adding that the 

Chinese jab has been approved in all 

Western Balkan countries and had 

proven effective in Hungary.

HuNGARY RECORDS NINE 
CORONAVIRuS FATALITIES, 
132 NEW INFECTIONS 

Nine patients, generally elderly with 

co-morbidities, died over the weekend, 

while 132 new infections were 

registered, koronavirus.gov.hu said on 

Monday. So far 5,468,205 people have 

received a first jab, while 4,842,148 have 

been fully vaccinated. The number 

of active infections stands at 39,662, 

while hospitals are treating 157 Covid 

patients, 24 of whom need respiratory 

assistance. There are 2,614 are people 

in official quarantine, while 6,116,542 

tests have been officially carried 

out. Since the first outbreak, 808,042 

infections have been registered, while 

fatalities have risen to 29,989. Fully 

738,391 people have made a recovery. 

FORMER SLOVAK 
CHuRCH IN BuDAPEST 
TO BE REVAMPED AS 
COMMuNITY CENTRE

A former Slovak Evangelical-Lutheran 

Church in downtown Budapest will be 

revamped to serve as a Slovak cultural 

and community centre, under an 

agreement signed by Erzsébet Racskó 

Holler, the president of the Hungarian 

National Slovak Self-Government 

(OSzÖ) and Milan Jan Pilip, the head 

of Slovakia’s Office of Slovaks Abroad. 

The Slovak government is providing 

2 million euros for the works. The 

Hungarian government funded the 

purchase of the building at 57 Rákóczi 

Street in 2020, and will contribute to 

the reconstruction with 700 million 

forints (EUR 2.0m) in 2021 and again 

in 2022, Miklós Soltesz, the Hungarian 

state secretary for church and ethnic 

relations, said at the event. Milan 

Jan Pilip thanked the Hungarian 

government for its support of the 

project. “Slovakia and Hungary are 

nation states with many ethnic 

minorities. Their national, cultural 

and linguistic diversity is a treasure, a 

wealth worth preserving,” he said.


